Molecular Pathogenesis of Non-Small Cell Lung Carcinomas

Non-small cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) from histological and biological perspectives is a complex neoplasm. The sequential preneoplastic changes have been defined for centrally arising squamous cell carcinomas (SCCs) of the lung, and they are less documented for peripherally arising adenocarcinomas. The main morphologic forms of preneoplastic lesions recognized in the lung are squamous dysplasias for SCC, and atypical adenomatous hyperplasia for adenocarcinoma. Several studies have provided information regarding the molecular characterization of lung preneoplastic changes, especially for SCC. These molecular changes have been detected in the histologically normal and abnormal respiratory epithelium of smokers and patients with lung cancer, phenomenon known as field of cancerization. Our improved understanding of the changes and origins of the field of cancerization can be applied clinically to improve early detection of lung cancer. In the last decade, significant progress has been made in the characterization of molecular abnormalities in NSCLC tumors that are being used as molecular targets and predictive biomarkers for patients’ selection for targeted therapy. As our understanding of the biology of the molecular pathogenesis of lung cancer evolves, there is an opportunity to use this knowledge for the development of novel chemoprevention strategies using those molecularly targeted agents used to treat advanced lung cancer, a concept coined as reverse migration. The rapid development of technologies for large-scale molecular analysis, including microarrays and next-generation sequencing will facilitate high-throughput molecular analysis of lung cancer preneoplastic lesions and the field of cancerization. (J Lung Cancer 2012; 11(1):12–20)
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INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths worldwide (1). The vast majority of the lung cancers are diagnosed at advanced stages when the options for treatment are not curative. The majority of patients when diagnosed have either locally advanced unresectable lung cancer or metastatic lung cancer (2). From histopathological and biological perspectives, lung cancer is a highly complex neoplasm. Accurate histological classification of lung cancer is essential for patients to receive appropriate therapy (3). Although classification of the vast majority of lung cancers is straightforward, areas of controversy and diagnostic challenges remain (3). Lung cancer consists of several histological types, being the most frequent the non-small cell lung carcinomas (NSCLC) types squamous cell carcinoma (SCC, 30%) and adenocarcinoma (45%) (3).

The advances in molecular methodologies are providing new insights into the biology involved in the pathogenesis of NSCLC (4). It has been shown that clinically evident lung cancers are the results of the accumulation of a number of genetic and epigenetic changes, including abnormalities for the inactivation of tumor suppressor genes and the activation of oncogenes (2,4). All those molecular abnormalities involve the
“hallmarks of cancer,” including abnormalities in self-sufficiency of growth signals, insensitivity to anti-growth signals, sustained angiogenesis, evading apoptosis, limitless replicative potential, and tissue invasion and metastasis (5). The recent molecular advances in our understanding of the pathogenesis of NSCLC will provide a unique opportunity to improve the prevention and treatment of lung cancer (6).

In this review, the molecular abnormalities associated to the early pathogenesis of the two most common histological types of lung cancer, SCC and adenocarcinoma, will be described. Two important concepts of the pathogenesis of lung cancer (field of cancerization) and the development of novel chemoprevention strategies (reverse migration) will be discussed. Further research in the early pathogenesis of lung cancer may provide new methods for assessing the likelihood of developing invasive lung cancer in smokers and allow for early detection and monitoring of their response to chemoprevention regimens using molecularly targeted agents.

### MOLECULAR ABNORMALITIES OF SQUAMOUS CELL CARCINOMAS AND ADENOCARCINOMAS OF THE LUNG

1) Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC)

This tumor type frequently harbors multiple genetic abnormalities, including activation of several oncoproteins (e.g., SOX2, FGFR1, PIK3CA, EGFR, and DDR2), and inactivation of tumor suppressor genes (e.g., TP53, and p16INK4a) (Table 1, Fig. 1) (7,8). The sex determining region Y-box 2 (SOX2) gene has been suggested to be a lineage survival oncogene in lung SCC (9). SOX2 is a transcription factor coded by a gene located at 3q26.33. This protein is implicated in the maintenance of embryonic stem cells and the induction of pluripotent stem cells from various different cell types, and plays important roles in multiple developmental processes, including lung branching (9). SOX2 protein is expressed in normal bronchial epithelium and preneoplastic squamous lesions (10), and is more frequently detected in SCC (90%) compared with adenocarcinoma (20%) (9,10). SOX2 gene is amplified in 20% SCC of the lung, and correlates with the protein overexpression (9). SOX2 amplification has not been detected in lung tumors with adenocarcinoma histology.

Recently, two clinically relevant molecular abnormalities have been identified to occur in SCC: amplification of FGFR1 gene (chromosome 8p11-12), and mutation of the DDR2 gene. The FGFR1 gene encodes for a transmembrane tyrosine kinase (TK) and is amplified in ~20% of SCCs and only in 1~3% of adenocarcinomas (11). Mutations of another TK, DDR2 gene, occur in ~4% of SCCs, and it has not been reported in adenocarcinomas of the lung (12). Importantly, lung tumors with FGFR1 amplification respond to FGFR TK inhibitors (TKIs) (13), and lung cancers with DDR2 mutation are sensitive to dasatinib and nilotinib treatments (12).

2) Adenocarcinoma

Lung adenocarcinomas are histologically and biologically heterogeneous tumors (14,15). Most adenocarcinomas (~90%) have mixed histological growth patterns, including acinar,
Fig. 1. Paradigm changes in the classification of non-small cell lung carcinoma. Targetable abnormalities of multiple oncogenes, particularly mutations, translocations and gene amplifications have been recently discovered in both adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma histologies. Most abnormalities are referred to gene mutations, except EML4-ALK, KIF5B-RET and ROS1-FIG rearrangement and FGFR1 amplification (Amp).

papillary, lepidic (former bronchioloalveolar carcinoma, BAC), micropapillary, and solid patterns. Attempts to establish correlations between histological features and molecular abnormalities have been unsuccessful (3).

Over the past decade, significant progress has been made in the characterization of molecular abnormalities of lung adenocarcinoma (4). Similarly to SCC, adenocarcinomas of the lung show frequent inactivation of tumor suppressor genes, including, among others, TP53, and p16INK4a (7,8). DNA sequencing of 188 lung adenocarcinomas including 623 genes with known or potential relationships to cancer revealed more than 1,000 somatic mutations across the samples, and 26 genes were mutated at significantly high frequencies (16). The frequently mutated oncogenes included TKs HER2, multiple ephrin receptor genes (notably EPHA3), vascular endothelial growth factor receptor KDR, and neurotropic TK (NTRK) genes (16).

In the last decade, lung adenocarcinomas arising in never or light smokers have shown to be characterized by significantly higher frequencies of a series of targetable oncogenes abnormalities (4), including EGFR and HER2 TK domain activating mutations, and EML4-ALK translocation (Table 1, Fig. 1) (4). Recently, two additional potentially targetable gene translocations, KIF5B-RET (10p;11q)(p11.22; q11.21) (17-19) and ROS1-FIG (chromosome 6q22) (20), have been identified in
lung adenocarcinoma from never and ever smokers. Other potentially targetable genetic abnormalities have been detected in both major NSCLC histologies, including among others, PIK3CA mutation and amplification, MET amplification (7q21-q31), AKT1 and MAP2K1 mutations (4,16).

EGFR mutations in lung cancer are limited to the first four exons of the TK domain (exons 18-21), being the most frequent mutations in-frame deletions in exon 19 (44% of all mutations) and missense mutations in exon 21 (41% of all mutations) (21,22). In addition, in-frame duplications/insertions occurring in exon 20 have been described in about 5% of the mutant cases, and rare missense mutations occur in multiple sites (21,22). EGFR mutations occur predominantly in adenocarcinoma (15% to 48% vs. other NSCLC histologies <2%), and are more frequent in never-smokers (54% vs. ever-smokers 16%) and female patients (49% vs. male patients 19%) (21,22).

Activating EGFR mutations strongly correlate with clinical response to TKIs, and currently is the most important criterion to select patients for EGFR TKI therapy in lung cancer (23).

HER2 mutations have been described predominantly in adenocarcinoma histology (~2 to 4%) and patients with East-Asian ethnic background and never-smoker history (21,22).

EML4-ALK translocation (2;5)(p23q35), with subsequent activation of ALK, has been detected in ~6% of lung adenocarcinomas (24,25). This translocation occurs particularly in patients with never or light smoking history, and associated with young onset of tumor. Tumors with EML4-ALK translocation usually lack EGFR and KRAS mutations (25-27). Histologically, EML4-ALK-rearranged adenocarcinomas have been described to have a frequently a solid pattern with signet ring cells (27), but this translocation can been identified in all histological subtypes of lung adenocarcinomas.

KRAS mutations are most common in lung adenocarcinoma than other NSCLC histology types, and are more frequently found in tumors from patients with smoking history (~30%) (28). In lung cancer, KRAS mutations are found in codons 12, 13 and 61, and they (42% of all mutations) are mainly GGT to TGT transversions producing a Glycine to Cysteine amino acid changes (29,30). KRAS mutations are usually not detected in EGFR-mutant tumors, and have been associated to low response rates to EGFR-TKI therapies (31). BRAF oncogene can be activated in NSCLC, particularly adenocarcinoma histology (1~3%), by gene point mutations affecting exons 11 and 15 (4).

Most (70~80%) lung adenocarcinomas express the thyroid transcription factor-1 (TTF-1) protein encoded by the gene TTF-1, also termed NKX2-1 (32). TTF-1 is a homeodomain-containing transcription factor expressed at the onset of lung morphogenesis in epithelial cells (33). In the postnatal lung, TTF-1 expression is restricted primarily to alveolar type II cells and subsets of non-ciliated bronchiolar epithelial cells (33). The TTF-1 gene has been suggested to be a lineage-specific oncogene, and gene amplification has been detected in ~11% of lung adenocarcinomas, which correlated with poor survival rates in surgically resected tumors (32,34). However, conversely to the putative oncogene properties, high level of TTF-1 protein expression in adenocarcinomas has been correlated with smaller tumor size, lower pathologic tumor-nodes-metastasis (TNM) stage, and better survival rates (15,34).

**PRECURSOR LESIONS OF NSCLC**

Lung cancers are believed to arise after a series of progressive pathological changes (preneoplastic or precursor lesions) in the respiratory mucosa (Fig. 2). For NSCLC, the 2004 World Health Organization (WHO) histological classification of preinvasive lesions of the lung lists two main morphologic forms of preneoplastic lesions (14): a) squamous dysplasia and carcinoma in situ (CIS); and, b) atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (AAH) (Table 2). While the sequential preneoplastic changes have been defined for SCC, they have been poorly documented for adenocarcinomas and other lung cancer histologies (e.g., large carcinomas, small cell lung carcinoma, etc.) (35). Mucosal changes in the large airways that may precede invasive SCC include squamous dysplasia and CIS (35). Adenocarcinomas may be preceded by morphological changes including AAH in peripheral airway (36).

1) Squamous preneoplastic lesions

The mucosal changes in the large airways that precede invasive SCC include: hyperplasia, squamous metaplasia, squamous dysplasia and CIS (Fig. 2). Dysplastic squamous lesions may be of different intensities (mild, moderate, and severe); however, these lesions represent a continuum of cytologic and histologic atypical changes that may show some overlapping between categories (35). Little is known about the
Fig. 2. Sequential histological abnormalities involved in the pathogenesis of squamous cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma of the lung. The mucosal changes in the large airways that precede invasive squamous cell carcinoma include: hyperplasia, squamous metaplasia, squamous dysplasia and carcinoma in situ. Dysplastic squamous lesions may be of different intensities: mild, moderate and severe. Atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (AAH) is considered a putative precursor of adenocarcinoma, particularly those with extensive lepidic pattern (former bronchioloalveolar [BAC] pattern). AAH is a discrete parenchymal lesion arising in the alveoli close to terminal and respiratory bronchioles.

![Sequential histological abnormalities](image)

**Table 2. Histopathological and Molecular Abnormalities of NSCLC Precursor Lesions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abnormality</th>
<th>Adenocarcinoma</th>
<th>Squamous cell carcinoma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Histopathology</td>
<td>AAH</td>
<td>Squamous dysplasia and carcinoma in situ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Lung parenchyma (peripheral)</td>
<td>Bronchial mucosa (central)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene abnormalities</td>
<td>KRAS mutation</td>
<td>TP53 LOH and mutation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EGFR mutation</td>
<td>SOX2 amplification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p16 methylation</td>
<td>p16 methylation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic instability</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOH</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromosomal regions with LOH</td>
<td>9p21, 17p/TP53</td>
<td>8p21-23, 9p21, 17p/TP53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


rate and risks of progression of squamous dysplasia to CIS and ultimately to invasive SCC.

The current working model of the sequential molecular abnormalities in the pathogenesis of SCC indicates that the genetic abnormalities (gene deletions, genetic instability, and other changes) commence in histologically normal epithelium.
and increase with increasing severity of histologic change, and that the genetic changes follow a sequence (37). Several studies have shown that multiple clonal and subclonal patches of airway cells with molecular abnormalities can be detected in the normal and slightly abnormal bronchial epithelium of smokers and patients with lung cancer (37,38). The molecular abnormalities associated with the early pathogenesis of SCC include allelic losses at multiple regions of chromosome 3p and 9p21 (p16INK4a), subsequent losses of chromosome regions 8p21-23, 13q14 (RB), and 17p13 (TP53) (39) (Table 2). Additionally, it has been shown that p16INK4a methylation increases during the progression of SCC preneoplastic lesions (39).

Recent studies showed progressive amplification of 3q amplification in the evolution of squamous dysplasias and implicate SOX2 as a key target of this process (40). Interestingly, in a small cohort of squamous dysplasias lesions the degree of 3q amplification associates with clinical progression of the precursor lesions (41). However, despite all these advances, neither histological features nor molecular changes can be reliably used for accurate risk of progression of squamous preneoplastic lesions and be used to assess the risk of developing SCC (42).

2) Adenocarcinoma precursor lesions

It has been suggested that adenocarcinomas may be preceded by AAH in peripheral airway cells (Fig. 2) (36,43); however, the respiratory structures and the specific epithelia cell types involved in the origin of most lung adenocarcinomas are unknown.

AAH is a discrete parenchymal lesion arising in the alveoli close to terminal and respiratory bronchioles. Because of their size, AAH are frequently incidental histological findings, but they may be detected grossly, especially if they are 0.5 cm or larger. The increasing use of high resolution computed tomography scans for screening purposes has led to an increasing awareness of this entity, as it remains one of the most important differential diagnoses of air filled peripheral lesions (called “ground glass opacities”). The origin of AAH is still unknown, but the differentiation phenotype derived from immunohistochemical and ultrastructural features suggests an origin from the progenitor cells of the peripheral airways, such Clara cells and type II pneumocytes (44,45).

Several molecular changes frequently present in lung adenocarcinomas are also present in AAH lesions, and they are further evidence that AAH may represent true preneoplastic lesions (44). The most important finding is the presence of KRAS (codon 12) mutations in up to 39% of AAHs, which are also a relatively frequent alteration in lung adenocarcinomas (36,46). Other molecular alterations detected in AAH are overexpression of cyclin D1 (~70%), p53 (range, 10~58%), survivin (48%), and HER2/neu (7%) proteins over-expression (36,47,48). Interestingly, EGFR mutations have been detected in some cases of AAH accompanying resected peripheral adenocarcinomas, providing further evidence that they represent precursor lesions of peripheral adenocarcinomas (49).

However, the respiratory structures and the specific epithelial cell types involved in the origin of most lung adenocarcinomas are unknown, and candidates include Clara cells, alveolar type II cells, and an epithelial cell located at the junction between the terminal bronchiole and alveolus, termed bronchioloalveolar stem cell (BASC). In addition, lung adenocarcinoma may arise from bronchial or bronchiolar epithelia, since EGFR activating mutation has been found in normal bronchial epithelium adjacent to EGFR-mutant adenocarcinomas in 43% of patients (50,51).

LUNG CANCER PROGENITOR OR STEM CELLS

Classically, stem cells are located in specialized niche and are preserved from overuse in maintaining tissue homeostasis for their conservation throughout the organism’s life. As such, stem cells undergo infrequent cycling and stem cell compartments are identified based upon this characteristic. Currently, it is believed that at least four stem cell niches are present in adult lung airway epithelium: gland duct basal cells, inter-cartelagenous zone surface basal cells, bronchiolar Clara cells associated with pulmonary neuroendocrine cell bodies, and bronchioloalveolar duct junction variant Clara cells (52).

From mouse model studies, it has been shown that BASCs are putative stem cell initiators of KRAS induced NSCLC adenocarcinoma (53). In addition, to the identification of BASCs, several stem cell markers for lung tumors have been identified. The most studied lung cancer stem cell marker has been CD133, which has been shown to express in NSCLC and other lung tumors (e.g., small cell carcinoma) (54). Recently,
the stem cell markers aldehyde dehydrogenase 1A1 (ALDH1A1) has been also shown to be frequently expressed in NSCLC associated to patients’ outcome (55). However, despite multiple studies, the progenitor or stem cells for human lung cancers have not been identified yet.

**LUNG AIRWAY FIELD CANCERIZATION**

It has been shown that human tumors and adjacent histologically normal tissue share certain molecular abnormalities, a phenomenon coined as field cancerization (56). The concept of field of cancerization was first introduced in 1953 in the setting of oral cancer (57). Later, field of cancerization involving histological and molecular changes of the lung airway of patients with lung cancer and smokers began to be characterized (56). A detailed analysis of histologically normal, premalignant and malignant epithelia from smokers and patients with SCC, have indicated that multiple, sequentially occurring, allele-specific chromosomal deletions and genomic instability begin in dispersed clonally independent foci early in the pathogenesis of this malignancy, including histologically normal bronchial epithelium (39). In addition, it has been demonstrated that KRAS (58) and EGFR (50,51) mutations are found in peripherally located histologically normal lung tissue adjacent to lung adenocarcinomas. The finding of higher frequency of EGFR mutation in normal cells obtained from bronchioles close to the tumor compared to more distant sites, suggested the presence of a localized field effect in the pathogenesis of lung adenocarcinomas (50). These and other observations suggest a compartmentalization of the field of cancerization, and the dissimilarity between SCCs and adenocarcinomas may reflect the differential mechanisms of pathogenesis of these NSCLC subtypes.

Our improved understanding of the changes and origins of the field of cancerization can be applied clinically to improve our ability of risk assessment, screening, diagnosis and treatment of patients with or at risk for lung cancer. Recently, global gene expression (mRNA) studies using microarrays and pathway signatures analysis have been derived from cells obtained from normal bronchial epithelium of smokers, and showed to exhibit properties to predict the development of lung cancer (59,60). Global alterations in gene expression differences between normal bronchial epithelium of healthy cancer-free smokers and that of never smokers have been described (59). Interestingly, irreversible changes in gene expression in airways of former smokers after years of smoking cessation were described to underlay the still increased risk of developing of lung cancer observed in this individuals (59). Interestingly, an 80-gene expression signature developed from bronchial epithelial cells obtained from the large airway can distinguish smokers without overt cancer from smokers without lung cancer (60).

**TARGETED PREVENTION AND REVERSE MIGRATION IN LUNG CANCER**

Positive chemoprevention trials usually involve known targets that can be inhibited effectively by drugs. The significant progress made in the characterization of targetable molecular abnormalities in NSCLC tumors offers a unique opportunity to use this knowledge for the development of novel chemoprevention strategies using molecularly targeted agents. However, our knowledge of the molecular pathogenesis of lung cancer must continue to evolve.

Recently, it has been proposed to reverse migration of findings on molecular markers, pharmacogenomics and targeted therapy from the advanced NSCLC setting to the chemoprevention setting (61). For reverse migration to be an effective strategy, several assumptions must be true: 1) pre-malignancy shares molecular properties with malignancy; 2) effective targeted therapy of malignancy is applicable to precursor lesions; and 3) predictive biomarkers can be applied to patients at risk for malignancy. The current knowledge on the early pathogenesis of NSCLC suggests that these assumptions are probably true, therefore, there is an opportunity for the utilization of targeted agents for primary, secondary and tertiary chemoprevention in lung cancer, particularly NSCLC.

**FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

Applying advanced high-throughput molecular methodologies currently used to study advanced lung tumors to the molecular analysis of the field of cancerization is expected to expand our understanding of the biology of the lung cancer. The rapid development of technologies for large-scale molecular analysis, including the newest next-generation sequencing
(NGS) of RNA (transcriptome) and DNA (whole genome or exome) is facilitating high-throughput molecular studies holding various advantages over traditionally molecular analysis of nucleic acids abnormalities. NGS can simultaneously detect deletions, insertions, copy number alterations, translocations, and exome-wide base substitutions (including known hot-spot mutations) in all known cancer-related genes (62). An important step to apply NGS in lung cancer pathogenesis was a recent study in which RNA of bronchial airway epithelial cells brushings from never-smoker and ever-smoker individuals with and without lung cancer was analyzed by RNA-sequencing providing additional insights besides those provided when using RNA microarrays (63). A comprehensive analysis of the early molecular events in NSCLC pathogenesis utilizing novel methodologies will undoubtedly unravel novel molecular targets and biomarkers that can aid prevention deliver its longstanding promise in lung cancer.
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